MICROWAVE
OVENS

designed to fit
your life,
your priorities,
your style

America’s #1 microwaves
—you won’t believe what
they can do!
Whether it’s helping you entertain guests or giving you
more time to spend with your children, Sharp Carousel®
Microwave Ovens make a difference every day. Their
intuitive features and advanced, easy-to-use technology
make microwave cooking better, faster and easier with
each new design.
Keeping up with the diverse
needs of today’s busy
consumer is the inspiration
behind all that we do. By
enhancing choice, versatility
and convenience, our
microwave ovens not only
simplify cooking, they make
it a lot more interesting.
In continuing to perfect the
features and develop the
breakthroughs that lead
the industry, Sharp has but
one goal in mind—to help
you. Every innovation, every
improvement and every style
change is designed to
respond better to your
needs—whether you’re a
novice in the kitchen or a
full-fledged pro.

R-630DS

PLATINUMCOLLECTION

The Platinum Collection uses advanced design techniques to offer simple
solutions. Using Sharp’s exclusive technology to conveniently display the
AUTO-TOUCH® Control Panel on the oven’s door, each boasts a narrow
footprint—one that’s nearly five inches slimmer than ordinary microwave
ovens—saving valuable counter space.
Equally important, each of the Platinum Collection microwaves offers full
cooking capacity—complete with a 16-INCH CAROUSEL TURNTABLE, large
enough to hold and rotate a 9" x 13" casserole. With its sleek, smaller
profile and larger usable capacity, there are no other microwaves like it!
In addition to saving useful counter space, the Platinum Collection literally
offers cooking suggestions, prompting the user via its CLEAR, EASY-TOREAD, TWO-COLOR DISPLAY. There are even a number of One Touch options,
like POPCORN (just pop it in and walk away!) and MINUTE PLUS™. It’s fast,
powerful and simple.
Sensor models eliminate the guesswork involved when cooking or re-heating
16 of the most popular microwave treats. Also included is Sharp’s MORE
FROM YOUR MICROWAVE menu of automatic cooking options in which
users can prepare breakfast foods, lunch items and one dish dinners
quickly, easily and automatically. The SUPER DEFROST feature evenly
defrosts commonly used portions of ground beef and chicken in half the
time of other microwaves.

big on the inside—
small on the outside!
The Platinum Collection isn’t only for the space-conscious, it’s also for
the style-conscious. It’s available in Silver, Black and White. Sharp also
offers three Instant Action™ Platinum Collection ovens. Instant Action
models feature settings that automatically warm, reheat or cook twelve
of the most popular food items!

R-440DW

TOUCHSCREENS

just point & touch!
Sharp’s Smart & Easy™ Touch Screen
microwaves are fast, simple and take
the guesswork out of microwave cooking! These ovens literally lead you
through the preparation of meals with
an interactive, step-by-step Touch
Screen. Just follow simple directions to
prepare breakfast, lunch, soups, snacks,
beverages, you name it. The microwave
does the rest, automatically determining
when cooking is done, resulting in perfectly cooked foods each time,
every time.
Smart & Easy’s exclusive NO-GUESS COOKING technology combines
Sharp’s NO-GUESS SENSOR with programmed “intelligence” to automatically determine when food is defrosted, heated or cooked. 6x6 NO-GUESS
COOKING offers a selection of six food categories, each of which offers
a choice of six foods. That’s 36 different foods that can be cooked by
following the simple, foolproof cooking steps offered by the interactive
Touch Screen!
MORE FROM YOUR MICROWAVE goes even further, leading the user
through quick and complete recipes for One Dish Dinners, Low Calorie
Entrees, Supper Soups & Sauces and Delicious Desserts. Following the
simple instructions on the Touch Screen, users can easily prepare appealing recipes such as Salsa Chicken, Seafood Pasta and Stuffed Acorn
Squash—along with many other delicious foods!
With 62 AUTOMATIC SETTINGS; 24 INTERACTIVE RECIPES; super-fast
defrosting and one-touch technology—everyone agrees that it’s a snap to
prepare complete meals in these powerful ovens. Because they’re smart
and they’re easy!
Touch Screen technology is also available in the R-1750 series of Over the
Range models, featuring 1100W of power, CAROUSEL TURNTABLE with
on/off setting, SENSOR COOKING and much more! These top-of-the-line
models come in stainless, bisque, white and black.

HALFPINTS
Introducing the Sharp Half Pint™. Its sleek new design, modern colors and
convenient size make it the most versatile microwave ever. The Half Pint
is fresh, fun and functional.
It comes in seven translucent colors – Orange, Blue, White, Black, Purple,
Green and Red. And the Half Pint is not just for the kitchen! This COMPACT
14" CUBE fits nicely in dorm rooms, home offices, vacation homes or city
apartments. Any place that’s big on style but small on space could use a
Half Pint.
The Half Pint comes complete with the exclusive SHARP CAROUSEL
TURNTABLE, which measures nearly 11 inches in diameter — large
enough to hold a full size dinner plate! And with 600 watts of output
power, the Half Pint can handle everything from coffee or tea in the morning
to cooking dinner at night.
And using it couldn’t be easier. The Half Pint uses AUTO-TOUCH technology
to cook, reheat and defrost. Using its many simple features such as
COMPU COOK, MINUTE PLUS and EXPRESS DEFROST, you can do everything
from warming snacks and defrosting to cooking old favorites like baked
potatoes and popcorn.
Say goodbye to basic. Say hello to the Half Pint!

R-120DB
R-120DR

R-120DS

R-120DG

fresh, fun & functional!

R-1611

OVERTHERANGE

bringing microwave
convenience to new heights
Sharp’s new Over the Range Microwave Ovens give you all the versatility
and ease you hunger for in a microwave. Available in a range of cavity
sizes and wattages, these models let you prepare everything from leftovers to lavish fare for a crowd—all with fast, foolproof results.
A new REMOVABLE RACK (on selected models) allows two-level heating
and cooking to meet larger party or family gathering needs. And the
ON/OFF 13" TURNTABLE instantly accommodates an oversized dish.
Want to really expand your menu? The R-1610 series features MORE
FROM YOUR MICROWAVE with 31 additional breakfast, lunch and
one dish dinner selections. SUPER DEFROST thaws up to 50% faster,
while BEVERAGE CENTER delivers hot beverages to the ultimate degree.
Combine that with SMART & EASY SENSOR SETTINGS, and you have 44
automatic choices in all!
The R-1610, 11 and 12 all feature Sharp’s advanced INTERACTIVE COOKING
SYSTEM with a new, 2-LINE, 16-DIGIT DISPLAY—so programming and
cooking guidance is faster and easier to read.
For multi-functional convenience, Sharp’s Over the Range Convection
models let you brown, bake, broil, crisp and roast with microwave,
convection, combination and broil options. One oven does it all, without
taking up any counter space!
All are easy to install, whether vented to the outside or re-circulating.
A powerful ventilation system keeps your kitchen smoke and steam free.
And Sharp’s distinctive designs beautifully complement any kitchen.

Now you can have CONVECTION
BAKING, BROILING, COMBINATION
ROASTING AND BAKING, plus
microwave convenience—all in
one space saving design.

R-930AW

CONVECTION

it’s really
four ovens in one
At 900 watts of power and 1.5 cu. ft., these ovens are ideal as a countertop
unit or wall oven. A 4-way system with 15 3/8" diameter porcelain enamel
turntable lets you brown, bake, broil and crisp a wide range of foods — in
up to half the time of conventional ovens. It also has high and low racks
to satisfy multiple cooking needs.
Not exactly sure how to cook something? Use automatic COMPU BROIL,
COMPU ROAST and COMPU BAKE. The Broil key even preheats the oven and
signals you when ready.
And with its advanced INTERACTIVE COOKING SYSTEM with 2-COLOR
DISPLAY, programming and cooking steps have never been faster or easier
to follow.
So, whether you’re baking a cake, warming a casserole, broiling a steak,
roasting a turkey or just popping popcorn, this all-in-one system is the only
system you’ll ever need.

STAINLESSSTEEL
Nothing else can create the dramatic effect of stainless steel. Sharp blends
exquisite detail with smart engineering to give you the professional, hightech look so popular in today’s kitchens.

R-530BS

Meeting the demand
for commercial-type
equipment in the home,
Sharp’s Stainless Steel
Microwaves are just as practical as they are stunning. All feature SENSOR
SETTINGS to automatically eliminate cooking and programming guesswork. For added variety, the R-430CS includes new MORE FROM YOUR
MICROWAVE to give you 44 automatic cooking choices in all—plus SUPER
DEFROST to thaw ground beef and poultry up to 50% faster.
Available with a 16" turntable, 1.8 cu. ft. capacity (R-530BS) or 14 1/8"
turntable, 1.4 cu. ft. capacity (R-430CS), these durable microwaves put
loads of features to work to save you time and effort.
The R-430CS or R-530BS is ideal as either a countertop or built-in using
an optional Built-in Kit. There’s also a Stainless Convection Microwave
oven (R-930CS) and an Over the Range model (R-1754). All feature
high-grade stainless steel, glass doors and superior detail making
Sharp’s Stainless Steel Microwaves so lustrous, so enduring—they’re
like jewelry for your kitchen.

sleek...stylish
...elegant

30SERIESSENSORS
Bring a greater variety of breakfast, lunch and dinner dishes to the table
—with less time and effort.

Sharp’s deluxe sensor models are multi-faceted microwaves that give
you cooking options galore. MORE FROM YOUR MICROWAVE, along with
SMART & EASY SENSOR settings, offer 44 automatic cooking, reheating
and defrosting choices. With pre-programmed recipes, you can serve a
wide array of entrees—from scrambled eggs, to hot dogs, to beef with
broccoli and rice. And with up to 1200 watts of high-speed cooking
power, you can achieve culinary perfection in 30 minutes or less using
the One Dish Dinner recipes.
MORE FROM YOUR MICROWAVE also includes SUPER DEFROST —allowing
you to thaw 1 pound of ground beef and bone-in or boneless poultry up to
50% faster. COMPU DEFROST delivers the same uniform results for rapid
defrosting of steaks, chicken, soups and casseroles. And for a quick cup
of coffee or tea, try the automatic BEVERAGE CENTER.
Need a few cooking tips? Sharp’s INTERACTIVE COOKING SYSTEM with
CUSTOM HELP guides you through the cooking process with an easy-to-read
2-LINE, 16-DIGIT, 2-COLOR DISPLAY.

R-530DK

Available in sizes 1.2-2.0 cu. ft., as well as a broad spectrum of colors,
these microwaves give you just as many ways to complement your kitchen
as they do to cook a meal.

R-1754 R-1752
R-1751 R-1750

R-1612
R-1612
R-1611
R-1610

Over The Range
Auto-Touch
Convection

Over The Range
Touch Screen

Over The Range
Auto-Touch

1.1 cu. ft.

1.6 cu. ft.

1.6 cu. ft.

13" ceramic

13" glass

13" glass

850W

1100W

1000W

W 29 15/16"
H 16 11/32"
D 15 9/32"

W 29 15/16"
H 16 7/8"
D 16 3/8"

W 29 15/16"
H 16 3/8"
D 17 1/16"

Yes–12 Settings

Yes
3 Instant Sensor
6 x 6 No Guess Cooking
More From Your MW

Yes–13 Settings +
More From Your MW
(For R-1612, R-1611,
R-1610 models only.)

Lighted LCD

Touch Screen

Lighted LCD

R-1851A

R-1751

R-1611 R-1601

BLACK/
GRAY

R-1850A

R-1750

R-1610 R-1600

ALMOND

R-1852A

OPTIONAL
ACCESSORIES
(AVAILABLE AT
EXTRA COST)

OTHER

COLOR

DISPLAY

SENSOR

OUTSIDE
DIMENSIONS

OUTPUT
POWER

TURNTABLE
DIAMETER

OVEN
CAPACITY

TYPE OF
OVEN/
CONTROL

MODEL

R-1852A
R-1851A
R-1850A

WHITE

SPECIFICATIONS
R-1602
R-1602
R-1601
R-1600

R-1612 R-1602

R-1752 (Bisque)
R-1754 (Stainless)
RK-220 Charcoal
Filter for non-ducted
installations†

RK-230 Charcoal
Filter for non-ducted
installations†

RK-230 Charcoal
Filter for non-ducted
installations†

Design and specifications subject to change without notice.
All Sharp Microwave Ovens require a minimum 15 amp circuit.
†
Refer to Operation Manual for installation recommendations.
Output wattage based on IEC Test Procedure.
LIMITED WARRANTY—COUNTERTOP MODELS
5 Years on magnetron tube
1 Year on all other parts
1 Year on related labor and carry-in service*
See Operation Manual, Cooking Guide or your dealer for complete details.
*1 Year in-home service will be provided when built-in using the applicable Sharp Built-in Kit for models
R-930W, R-930AK, R-930CS and R-530BS.

R-930AW
R-930AK
R-930CS

R-6-----series
Platinum
Collection

40 series
R-540DK R-540DW
R-440DK R-440DW
R-340DK R-340DW

R-5-----series

Full Size
Auto-Touch
Convection

Full Size
Auto-Touch

Full Size
Family Size
Touch Screen

Full Size
Auto-Touch

1.5 cu. ft.

1.4 cu. ft.

2.0 cu. ft. (540)
1.6 cu.ft. (440)
1.2 cu.ft. (340)

2.0 cu. ft.
(D models)
1.8 cu. ft.
(B models)

15 3/8" porcelain
enamel

16" glass

16"
14 1/8"
13 1/4"

16" glass

900W

1100W

1200W
1150W (340 series)

1200W (D models)
1100W (B models)

W 24 5/8"
H 14 7/8"
D 18 3/4"

W 19 1/2"
H 14"
D 20 5/8"

(W x H x D)
540: 24" x 13 3/8" x 19 1/8"
440: 21 21/32" x 12 3/8" x 18 7/16"
340: 20 1/2" x 11 7/8" x 17 1/8"

’D’
’B’
W 24"
23 15/16"
H 13 3/8" 13 7/16"
D 19 1/8" 19 1/4"

Yes–10 Settings

Yes–16 Settings

Yes
3 Instant Sensor
6 x 6 No Guess Cooking
More From Your MW

Yes–13 Settings +
More From
Your Microwave
R-530BS –14 Settings
R-520DW/K–10 Settings

Lighted LCD

Lighted LCD

Touch Screen

Lighted LCD

R-930AW

R-630DW
R-610DW

R-540DW
R-440DW
R-340DW

R-530DW
R-520DW
R-510DW

R-930AK

R-630DK
R-610DK

R-540DK
R-440DK
R-340DK

R-530DK R-520DK
R-510DK R-508DK

R-930CS
(Stainless)

R-630DS (Silver)
R-610DS (Silver)

RK-66WB (27” white)
RK-66A (27” black)
RK-93S27 (27” R-930CS)
RK-93S30 (30” R-930CS)
Trim Kit for built-in
installation†

(540)
(440)
(340)

R-530BS
(Stainless door;
silver painted cabinet)
RK-51W (27” white) (540)
RK-51 (27” black) (540)
RK-51W30 (30” white) (540)
RK-51K30 (30” black) (540)
RK-46W (24” white) (440)
RK-46K (24” black) (440)
Trim Kit for built-in
installation†

RK-51W (27”white)
RK-51 (27”black)
RK-51W30 (30”white)
RK-51K30 (30”black)
RK-51S27 (27”R-530BS)
RK-51S30 (30”R-530BS)
Trim Kit for built-in
installation†

LIMITED WARRANTY—OVER THE RANGE CONVECTION MICROWAVE MODELS (R-1850A, R-1851A, R-1852A)
7 Years on magnetron tube
2 Years on all other parts
2 Years on related labor and in-home service
See Operation Manual, Cooking Guide or your dealer for complete details.

LIMITED WARRANTY—OVER THE RANGE MICROWAVE MODELS (R-1754, R-1752, R-1751, R-1750,
R-1612, R-1611, R-1610, R-1602, R-1601, R-1600)
7 Years on magnetron tube
1 Year on all other parts
1 Year on related labor and in-home service
See Operation Manual, Cooking Guide or your dealer for complete details.

Family Size
Auto-Touch

Compact
Auto-Touch

Compact
Auto-Touch

1.6 cu. ft.
(D models)
1.4 cu. ft.
(C models)

1.2 cu. ft.
(D models)
1.1 cu. ft.
(C models)

0.8 cu. ft.
(D models)
0.7 cu. ft.
(B models)

0.5 cu. ft.

14 1/8" glass

13 1/4" glass

11 5/8" glass

10 3/4" glass

1150W
(D models)
1100W
(C models)

800W
(D models)
700W
(B models)

600W

W 18 1/8"
H 11 3/8"
D 14 5/8"

14 3/8"
14 1/8"
14 1/4"

1200W
(D models)
1100W
(C models)
’D’
W 21 21/32"
H 12 3/8"
D 18 7/16"

Yes–13 Settings +
More From
Your Microwave
R-420DW/K–10 Settings

Yes–13 Settings +
More From
Your Microwave
R-320DW/K/D/Q–
10 Settings

Lighted LCD

Lighted LCD

LCD

LCD

WHITE

Full Size
Auto-Touch

R-430DW
R-420DW
R-410DW

R-330DW R-320DW
R-310DW R-308DW
R-305DW R-303CW

R-230DW R-220DW
R-209BW R-203DW

R-120DW

BLACK/
GRAY

R-1-----series

OUTPUT
POWER

R-2-----series

OUTSIDE
DIMENSIONS

R-3-----series

SENSOR

R-4-----series

DISPLAY

R-430DK R-420DK
R-419CK R-410DK
R-405DK

R-330DK R-320DK
R-310DK

R-230DK
R-209BK

R-120DK

R-430DQ (Bisque)
R-430CS (Stainless door;
silver painted cabinet)

R-320DQ (Bisque)

’C’
21 11/16"
12 3/8"
17 3/8"

’D’
W 20 1/2"
H 11 7/8"
D 17 7/8"

’C’
20 1/2"
11 7/8"
16 7/8"

ALMOND

OPTIONAL
ACCESSORIES
(AVAILABLE AT
EXTRA COST)

OTHER

COLOR

TURNTABLE
DIAMETER

OVEN
CAPACITY

TYPE OF
OVEN/
CONTROL

MODEL

SPECIFICATIONS

R-120DB (Blue)
R-120DG (Green)
R-120DP (Purple)
R-120DR (Orange)
R-120DS (Red)

RK-46W (24”D models-white)
RK-46K (24” D models-black)
RK-42W (24”C models-white)
RK-42 (24”C models-black)
R-42S24 (24”R-430CS)
Trim Kits for built-in installation†
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